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ABSTRACT 

Computational thinking ability is one of today's problem-

solving methods that can be applied in physics learning. 

However, it is not yet known by most teachers so it has not 

been applied optimally in learning activities. This study 

aims to identify students' problem-solving and 

computational thinking abilities in solving well-structure 

physics problems. The subject of this study was the eleven 

grade majoring in natural science of SMAN 1 Bangunrejo. 

This type of research is descriptive research. The data 

used to analyze the students' problem-solving and 

computational thinking abilities were obtained from the 

essay test. Based on the results of descriptive analysis, it 

can be concluded that there is a relationship between 

students' problem-solving abilities and students' 

computational thinking abilities. In making a useful 

description, abstraction and decomposition abilities are 

needed, while to determine the physics approach and 

specific application of physics, generalization abiliy are 

needed. In solving mathematical procedures, algorithm 

ability are needed and to find out logical progressions, 

debugging ability are needed. 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Educational institutions have an important role in equipping students to master the various skills 

needed in 21
st
-century life. The skills that must be mastered by students in this century include critical 

thinking and problem-solving, communication and collaboration, creativity and innovation [1]. 

Computational thinking is an approach to solving-problems that can be applied across subjects [2]. 

This explains that computational thinking is an important part of problem-solving skills. The 21
st
-

century learning makes computational thinking skills the main subject of learning because it is 

increasingly being recognized as a fundamental or basic competency today [3]. This confirms that 

computational thinking is one of the competencies that must be trained in today's learning. However, 

computing thinking is not widely known by teachers. Based on the results of a preliminary study 

through interviews with three physics teachers at one of the public high schools in the Bangunrejo 

regency, it is known that teachers do not understand computational thinking so they assume that the 
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physics learning activities that have taken place so far have not involved computational thinking skills 

in solving problems. 

 

Wing assumes that computational thinking is a basic skill for everyone, not only for computer 

scientists where computational thinking does not mean humans think like computers but rather a 

human way of thinking based on concepts that combine mathematical thinking and technical thinking 

to be able to understand problems and find problem-solving ideas [4]. Based on these characteristics, it 

can be understood that computational thinking is a basic ability for everyone to understand the 

problem so as to obtain the right problem solution. The application of computational thinking can be 

interpreted as an expression of mental activity in formulating problems and expressing solutions [5]. 

Computational thinking is a mental activity for problem abstraction in finding automatic solutions [6]. 

Based on the expert's statement above, it can be said that computational thinking is a problem-solving 

process involving mental activity and abstraction processes. 

 

Computational thinking is closely related to problem-solving and information processing. The 

relationship between these three components showed a high degree of similarity. In computational 

thinking, students demonstrate the ability to identify problems, break them down into workable steps, 

build patterns that are considered important, form possible solutions and present understandable 

solutions [7]. In other words, in problem solving, computational thinking skills are needed to process 

information in finding solutions. So it is suspected that learning activities that involve computational 

thinking skills will help students process information in understanding problems and finding 

appropriate solutions. Logical thinking and ability to analyze information needed in problem-solving 

can be improved through application of computational thinking [8] [9]. Problem-solving in this study 

is defined as a process or series of activities carried out by students to find logical solutions to well-

structured physics problems. The solution to solving a problem contains four phases of completion, 

namely understanding the problem, planning a solution, solving the problem according to the plan and 

re-checking all the steps that have been done [10].  

 

A better way to practice problem-solving abilities in students is through inductive teaching, one of 

which is problem-based learning [10]. The ExPRession learning model is a problem-based 

hypothetical learning model designed for the purpose of building mental models and problem-solving 

abilities. The application of the ExPRession learning model which consists of orientation, expression, 

investigation, evaluation, and generalization stages, will train students to have the ability to understand 

problems, plan solutions, and solve numerical problems using useful descriptions, physics approaches, 

specific application of physics, mathematical procedures, and logical progressions [11]. Thus, the 

application of the ExPRession model can facilitate the formation of students' mental models through 

the depiction of physics concepts into various external representations that have an impact on better 

problem-solving abilities.  

 

The application of multiple external representations can provide complementary information when 

each representation in the system contains several different information [12]. The second advantage of 

using multiple external representations is that it can limit the interpretation of a representation. When 

two representations are presented simultaneously, the interpretation of the first representation that is 

still confusing can be limited by the second, which is more specific. In addition, multiple 

representations support the construction of deeper understanding when students integrate information 

from multiple external representations in achieving understanding that would be difficult to achieve 

with just one representation.  

 

Based on the preliminary description, the purpose of this study is to find out how the influence of 

computational thinking on the problem-solving ability of well-structured physics problem using the 

ExPRession learning model. The difference between this research and other studies is that it compares 

Doctor problem solving with Angeli's computational thinking through the application of the 

ExPRession learning model. While previous research was conducted by Maharani who compared 

Polya problem-solving with Angeli computational thinking. Polya problem-solving ability has 4 
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indicators of problem solving ability, namely understand the problem, devising a plan, carrying out the 

plan, and looking back [13]. Different from the Doctor problem solving which has 5 indicators of 

problem solving ability, namely useful description, physics approach, specific aplication of physics, 

mathematical procedures, and logical progression [14]. 

 

 

METHOD 

 
The subject of this research was the eleven grade majoring in natural science of SMAN 1 Bangunrejo. 

This study used the descriptive qualitative method as presented in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Fig 1. Research methodology 

 

The data on this study were obtained from test result about dynamic fluid material. The questions 

tested are in the form of national exam questions so that validity and reliability tests were not carried 

out. The collected data is then processed using a scoring technique. The scoring rubric used was 

adapted by measuring the problem-solving process observed from the solution to each problem as 

shown in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1. Assessment Rubric 

Problem solving 

steps 
Description Score 

Useful description 

The pictures and data presented are useful, appropriate, and complete 5 

The pictures and data presented are useful and complete but contain a 

few errors 
4 

Some of the pictures and data presented are useless, incomplete, 

and/or inappropriate 
3 

Most of the pictures and data presented are useless, incomplete, 

and/or inappropriate 
2 

All pictures and data presented are useless and inappropriate or there 

are no images and data 

1 
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Problem solving 

steps 
Description Score 

Physics approach 

The physics approach chosen is in accordance with the problem and 

complete 
5 

The chosen physics approach contains few errors 4 

Some of the concepts and principles of the chosen physics approach 

are incomplete and/or inappropriate 
3 

Most of the physics approaches chosen are incomplete and/or 

inappropriate 
2 

All selected concepts and principles are not appropriate or there is no 

physics approach 
1 

Specific application 

of physics 

The specific application of the concepts and principles of physics 

according to the problem and complete 
5 

The specific application of the concepts and principles of physics 

contains few errors 
4 

Some specific applications of physics concepts and principles are 

incomplete and/or contain error 
3 

Most specific applications of physics concepts and principles are 

incomplete and/or contain errors 
2 

All specific applications of physics concepts and principles are 

inappropriate and/or contain errors or there is no specific application 

of physics concepts and principles 

1 

Mathematical 

procedures 

The mathematical procedures presented are appropriate, structured, 

and complete 
5 

The suitability of the mathematical procedures used contains few 

omissions or errors 
4 

Part of the mathematical procedure is missing and/or contains errors 3 

Most of the mathematical procedures are missing and/or contain 

errors 
2 

All the mathematical procedures are not appropriate and/or contain 

errors or there are no mathematical procedures 
1 

Logical progression 

All problem solutions are clear, focused, and logically connected 5 

The solution is clear and focused with a bit of inconsistency 4 

Some of the solutions are unclear, unfocused, and/or inconsistent 3 

Most parts of the solution are unclear, out of focus, and/or 

inconsistent 
2 

All solutions are unclear, unfocused, and/or inconsistent or there is no 

logical evidence 
1 

 

Table 2. Well-Structure Physics Problem-solving Steps 

Problem solving [14] Definition 

Useful description Summarize important information in the form of 

representations of physics descriptions in various forms and 

specific problems 

Physics approach Choose the right concepts and principles that are useful for 

solving problems 

Specific application of physics Applying the concepts and principles of physics to certain 

conditions in the problem 

Mathematical procedures Choose appropriate mathematical procedures and follow 

mathematical rules to obtain problem-solving results 

Logical progression Communicate goal-focused reasoning and evaluate solutions in 

terms of clarity, focus, and logical organization 
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The data analysis technique in this research is descriptive analysis. The analysis was carried out by 

verbally describing students' problem-solving abilities and students' computational thinking abilities 

based on the scores obtained. The problem solving ability of students in this study is basedon 

indicators adopted by Doctor as shown in Table 2 above. 

 

The indicators of computational thinking used in this study include abstraction, generalization, 

decompotition, algorithms, and debugging as shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Computational Thinking Ability Indicators 

Indicators [15]  Definition 

Abstraction Ability to determine required components and ignore unneeded components 

Generalization The ability to find general patterns of similarities/ differences found in a 

given problem so that it can be applied to different problems 

Decomposition Ability to break down complex problems into simple problems that are easier 

to understand and solve 

Algorithm Ability to design a step by step of actions of how to go about solvinga 

problem 

Debugging Ability to identify, delete, and correct errors 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
One of the questions that the students solved was the 2014 High School Physics National Examination 

Package 3 number 15 which was modified so that students had to make a representation of the 

problem in the form of a sketch or picture. Figure 2 presents the answers of students who get the 

lowest score and Figure 3 presents the highest score. 

 

 
 

Fig 2. The student's answer with the lowest score 

 

Based on Figure 2, students did not describe all the information contained in the questions correctly 

which appeared on the sketch but was still inaccurate so a score of 3 was obtained for the useful 

description step. The physics concept that will be used is appropriate so that a score of 5 is obtained 

for the physics approach step and the written mathematical equations are in accordance with the 
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physics approach so that a score of 5 is obtained for the specific application of the physics step. Most 

of the mathematical procedures used contain errors. The velocity of the pipe with a larger cross-

section (  ) is not equipped with the right physics unit and the answers obtained through mathematical 

procedures are still wrong, so a score of 2 is obtained for the mathematical procedures step. There is 

no statement that explains the suitability of the answer with the theory used so that a score of 1 is 

obtained for the logical progression step. 

 

 
 

Fig 3. The student's answer with the highest score 

 

Based on Figure 3, students have described the information contained in the questions correctly but 

contain a few errors, where there is no difference in the cross-sectional area at the end of the pipe so 

that a score of 4 is obtained for the useful description step. The physics concept that will be used is 

appropriate so that a score of 5 is obtained for the physics approach step and the written mathematical 

equations are in accordance with the physics approach so that a score of 5 is obtained for the specific 

application of the physics step. The mathematical procedure used is correct so that a score of 5 is 

obtained for the mathematical procedures step and there is a statement that explains the suitability of 

the answer with the theory used so that a score of 5 is obtained for the logical progression step. 

 

The useful description step directs students to summarize important information from well-structured 

physics questions in the form of sketches and physics symbols and determine specific problems so that 

they will help students understand the problem. In the application of the ExPRession model, 

multirepresentation abilities are needed that allow students to integrate and organize all the 

information contained in the problem so that problems are more easily solved [16] [17]. In this step, 

students are trained to identify relevant and less relevant information. The relevant information will 

then be converted into a sketch accompanied by a description in the form of physical symbols with the 

value of each known physical quantity in the problem. Through these steps, students are trained in 

abstraction abilities in computational thinking. In accordance with a theory states that the activity of 

changing representations can improve abstraction abilities in computational thinking [18]. Students 
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who have adequate abstraction thinking abilities have an impact on better understanding problems and 

are able to determine specific problems or in computational thinking called the ability to decompose 

complex problems into simple problems. In other words, students are trained to use abstraction 

thinking techniques in organizing information and then determining specific problems 

(decomposition) through the results of abstraction thinking. This is in line with the results which state 

that respondents perform decomposition and abstraction when understanding the problem by reading 

the questions carefully and determining the relevant data [19]. This shows that the respondent has 

understood what was asked about the problem and identified the parts that make sense [20]. 

 

The physics approach and specific application of physics step direct students to determine the concepts 

and principles of physics that will be used in solving problems. In this step, students are trained to 

recognize problem patterns based on the information described in the useful description step so that it 

will help students determine the right physics equation for problem-solving. In accordance with a 

theory explains that multiple representations are needed in solving physics problems because a faster 

understanding is needed to describe and explain the relationship between variables related to the 

physical structure itself includes mathematical modeling [21]. Through these steps, students are 

trained in generalization abilities in computational thinking. This is in line with an axplanation that the 

respondent tries to make a formula to solve the problem, which is the respondent's generalization stage 

to obtain a general form [19]. Students are considered to have generalization abilities in solving well 

structure problems if students are able to recognize problem patterns so that students can determine the 

physics approach and mathematical equations that will be used in solving problems.  

 

The mathematical procedures step directs students to solve problems using mathematical equations 

that have been planned in the specific application of the physics step in a sequential and structured 

manner. Through this step, students are trained to design a series of actions sequentially step by step in 

solving problems or called algorithmic abilities in the context of computational thinking. This is in 

accordance with the opinion which states that when the scene is carrying out the plan, the respondent 

performs algorithmic steps in the context of computational thinking [19]. 

 

The logical progression step directs students to communicate their reasoning and evaluate the 

solutions obtained related to clarity, focus, and logical organization. In Figure 3, it appears that there is 

an explanation regarding the solution obtained in accordance with the theory used so that the solution 

is considered logical. Through this step, students are trained to identify the answers obtained. The 

aspect of debugging ability in computational thinking is to identify answers, remove, and fix errors 

[22]. Based on the expert opinion, it can be said that the process of evaluating the solution for the 

tested well structure problem has trained students debugging abilities in the context of computational 

thinking but is still in the aspect of identifying answers and providing arguments for the solutions 

obtained. In other words, there are debugging aspects that cannot be observed through the application 

of the ExPRession learning model in solving the well structure problem, namely removing and fixing 

errors. Students who have debugging abilities in solving well structure problems in the application of 

the ExPRession learning model should be able to identify answers and provide arguments as a result of 

answer analysis associated with the principle of continuity and Bernoulli's law. If there are errors in 

answers, students are asked to review and make improvements to get the correct answer. Students' 

debugging abilities in solving well structure problems can be observed through the use of Matlab 

software to detect and identify errors, and then correct errors through an iterative process until an 

appropriate solution is obtained [23].  

 

The debugging ability of students in this study cannot be measured validly due to the limitations of the 

assessment instrument which is still in the form of print media, so it is recommended for further 

research to use software that is able to display traces of student work in the debugging stage and 

quantitative research is needed to measure the linear correlation between students' problem-solving 

abilities and computational thinking abilities. 
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 
Based on the result and discussion, it can be concluded that there is a relationship between students' 

problem-solving abilities and students' computational thinking abilities. In making a useful 

description, abstraction and decomposition abilities are needed to organize information in the problem 

and determine a specific problem, while to determine the physics approach and specific application of 

physics, generalization abilities are needed in identifying problem patterns. In solving mathematical 

procedures, algorithm abilities are needed so that mathematical procedures are sequential and 

structured, while to find out logical progressions, debugging abilities are needed to identify errors and 

correct them. The suggestion in this study is the need for quantitative research to specifically 

determine the correlation between problem-solving abilities and students' computational thinking skills 

and it is recommended to involve technology that makes it easier for researchers to record student 

work tracks in solving problems so that students' debugging abilities can be identified validly. 
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